
Drawing planar 3-trees with given fae-area?(Tehnial Report CS-2009-20)Therese Biedl1 and Lesvia Elena Ruiz Vel�azquez1David R. Cheriton Shool of Computer Siene, University of Waterloo,Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, fbiedl,leruizveg�uwaterloo.a.Abstrat. We study straight-line drawings of planar graphs suh thateah interior fae has a presribed area. It was known that suh drawingsexist for all planar graphs with maximum degree 3. We show here thatsuh drawings exist for all planar partial 3-trees. Moreover, verties haverational oordinates if the fae-areas are rational, and we an bound theresolution. We also give some negative results for other graph lasses.1 IntrodutionA planar graph is a graph that an be drawn without rossing. F�ary, Stein andWagner [4,9, 12℄ proved independently that every planar graph has a drawingsuh that all edges are drawn as straight-line segments. Sometimes additionalonstraints are imposed on the drawings. The most famous one is to have integeroordinates while keeping the area small; it was shown in 1990 that this is alwayspossible in O(n2) area [5,8℄. Another restrition might be to ask whether all edgelengths are integral; this exists if the graph is 3-regular [6℄, but is open in general.In this paper, we onsider drawings with presribed fae areas. This hasappliations in artograms, where faes (i.e., ountries in a map) should be pro-portional to some property of the ountry, suh as population. Ringel [7℄ showedthat suh drawings do not exist for all planar graphs. Thomassen [10℄ showedthat they do exist for planar graphs with maximumdegree 3. Quite a few resultsare known for drawings with presribed fae areas that are not straight-line, butinstead use orthogonal paths, preferably with few bends [11,1, 3℄.We show that every planar partial 3-tree, for any given set of fae areas,admits a planar straight-line drawing that respets the fae areas. Our mainontribution is that suh drawings not only exist, but that the oordinates arerational (presuming the fae-areas are,) and that we an bound the least ommondenominator (albeit not polynomially.)It remains open whether Thomassen's proof ould be modi�ed to yield ra-tional oordinates for all planar graphs of maximum degree 3; we provide someevidene why this seems unlikely. We also show that planar partial 4-trees some-times annot be realized at all, and sometimes only with irrational oordinates.2 BakgroundLet G = (V;E) be a graph with n verties and m edges that is simple (has noloops or multiple edges) and planar (an be drawn without rossing.) A planar? Researh supported by NSERC.



drawing of G splits the plane into onneted piees; the unbounded piee isalled the outer-fae, all other piees are alled interior faes. We assume thatone ombinatorial drawing (haraterized by the lokwise order of edges aroundeah vertex and hoie of the outer-fae) has been �xed for G.A planar straight-line drawing of G is an assignment of verties to distintpoints in the plane suh that no two (indued) straight-line segments of edgesross, and the �xed order of edges and outer-fae are respeted.Let A be a funtion that assigns non-negative rationals1 to interior faes ofG. We say that a planar straight-line drawing of G respets the given fae areasif every interior fae f of G is drawn with area onst �A(f), where the onstant isthe same for all faes. If A � 1, then the drawing is alled an equifaial drawing.A graph G is a k-tree if it has a vertex order v1; : : : ; vn suh that for i > kvertex vi has exatly k earlier neighbours, and they form a lique. A partial k-treeis a subgraph of a k-tree. Assume G is a planar 3-tree. Then vertex vi (for i > 3)has three predeessors, i.e., earlier neighbours, and they form a triangle. Henewe an think of G as being built up by starting with a triangle, and repeatedlypiking a fae f (whih is neessarily a triangle) and subdividing f into threetriangles by inserting a new vertex in it. One an show that the �rst triangle inthis proess an be presumed to be the outer-fae.A planar partial 3-tree is a graph G0 that is planar and is the subgraph ofa 3-tree G. It is not obvious that G an be assumed to be planar (for example,this is not true if we replae `3' by `4'), but one an show that this is indeed true(all ruial ingredients for this are in [2℄.) Sine \drawing with presribed faeareas" is a property that is losed under taking subgraphs (see also Lemma 3),we hene mostly fous on drawing planar 3-trees.3 Drawing planar partial 3-treesWe now show that every planar partial 3-tree an be drawn with given fae areas.A vital ingredient is how to draw K4 by plaing one point inside a triangle.Lemma 1. Let T be a triangle with area aand verties v0; v1; v2 in ounterlokwise or-der. For any non-negative value a0+a1+a2 =a, there exists a point v� inside T suh thattriangle fvi+1; vi�1; v�g has area ai, for i =0; 1; 2 and addition modulo 3. v0 v1v2v�a0a1a2Proof. Let (x0; y0), (x1; y1); (x2; y2); (x�; y�) be the oordinates of v0, v1, v2,v�, respetively. The signed area formula expresses the area of a triangle viadeterminants; the result is positive if the verties are ounterlokwise aroundthe triangle and negative otherwise. In partiular, for ai to be the area of atriangle fvi+1; vi�1; v�g (for i = 0; 1; 2 and addition modulo 3), we must have1 Irrational fae areas ould be allowed, but would fore irrational oordinates.



2 � ai = ������xi+1 yi+1 1xi�1 yi�1 1x� y� 1������= (xi�1 � y� � x� � yi�1)� (xi�1 � yi+1 � xi+1 � yi�1) + (x� � yi+1 � xi+1 � y�)Sine the triangle de�ned by v0; v1; v2 has area a = a1 + a2 + a3, we also know2 � a = ������x0 y0 1x1 y1 1x2 y2 1������ = (x1 � y2 � x2 � y1) � (x1 � y0 � x0 � y1) + (x2 � y0 � x0 � y2)Combining these equations yields after suÆient manipulation thatx� = a1 � x1 + a2 � x2 + a3 � x3a1 + a2 + a3 and y� = a1 � y1 + a2 � y2 + a3 � y3a1 + a2 + a3 (1)Sine 2ai is non-negative, the signed-area formula guarantees that v� lies to theleft of the direted segments v0v1, v1v2, and v2v0, and hene inside T . 2Lemma 2. Every planar 3-tree an be drawn respeting presribed fae areas.Proof. Assume v1; : : : ; vn is the vertex-order that de�ned the 3-tree G, withfv1; v2; v3g the outer-fae. We proeed by indution on n. The base ase is n = 3,where this is obvious. If n � 4, then onsider the K4 formed by vn and itsneighbours. In G � vn, these neighbours form a triangle T that is an interiorfae. Draw G� vn reursively, requiring as area for T the sum of the area of thefaes around vn. Then, by Lemma 1, vn an be added inside T suitably. 2Lemma 3. Every planar partial 3-tree an be drawn respeting presribed faeareas.Proof. Add edges to onvert the graph into a planar 3-tree G. Eah time an edgeis added, it divides a fae fi into two faes f1i and f2i . Let ai be the presribedarea for fi, then we hoose area aji for fae fji suh that a1i + a2i = ai, e.g.a1i = a2i = ai2 . By Lemma 2, G an be drawn respeting the presribed faeareas. Deleting all added edges then gives the desired drawing. 2In our onstrution, we are interested not only in whether suh a drawingexists, but what bounds an be imposed on the resulting oordinates. (Thiswas not studied at all in the previous literature.) If all areas are rationals, thenEquation (1) shows immediately that the newly plaed vertex v� has rational o-ordinates if the oordinates of T are rational. Hene, using indution and startingin the base ase with a triangle with rational oordinates, one an immediatelyshow that all oordinates of all verties are rational. We summarize:Theorem 1. Let G be a planar partial 3-tree and A be an assignment of non-negative rationals to interior faes of G. Then G has a straight-line drawing suhthat eah interior fae f of G has area A(f) and all oordinates are rationals.



We an also give bounds on the required resolution.Theorem 2. Any planar 3-tree G has an equifaial straight-line drawing withinteger oordinates and width and height at most Qnk=1(2k + 1).Proof. We show that G has an equifaial straight-line drawing with rationaloordinates in [0; 1℄ with ommon denominator at mostQnk=1(2k+1); the resultthen follows after saling. Let v1; : : : ; vn be a vertex order of G with v1; v2; v3 theouter-fae. The drawing is the one from Theorem 1; we assume that v1; v2; v3 areat the triangle T = f(1; 0); (0; 1); (0; 0)g (this an be enfored in the base ase ofLemma 2.) Sine G is triangulated, it has 2n � 5 faes; so eah interior fae isdrawn with area a = 1=(4n� 10) sine T has area 1=2. We show the bound onthe denominator only for x-oordinates; y-oordinates are proved similarly.We need some notations. Reall that we an view graph G as being obtainedby inserting vertex vj into the triangle Tj spanned by the three predeessors ofvj. Let Gj be the subgraph of G indued by all verties on or inside Tj . Sine Tjwas a fae in the graph indued by fv1; : : : ; vj�1g, all verties in Gj are eithervj, or one of its three predeessor, or a vertex in fvj+1; : : : ; vng and so Gj hasat most n� j + 4 verties. Let fj be the number of interior faes in Gj; we havefj � 2(n� j + 4)� 5 = 2n� 2j + 3. Also note that Tj ontains exatly these fjfaes and they all have area 1=(4n� 10), so Tj has area fj=(4n� 10).We will show by indution on i that vertex vi has x-oordinatexi = integerQ4�j�i fj (2)for some integer that we will not analyze further to keep notation simple. Nothingis to show for i = 1; 2; 3, sine xi is an integer by hoie of the points for theouter-fae triangle. For i � 4, let vi0 ; vi1 ; vi2 be the three predeessors of vi.For k = 0; 1; 2, Equation (2) holds for xik by ik � i � 1 and indution, andexpanding with integers fik+1; : : : ; fi�1 yieldsxik = integerQ4�j�ik fj = integerQ4�j�i�1 fjEquation (1) states that xi = (a0xi0 + a1xi1 + a2xi2)=(a0 + a1 + a2), wherea0; a1; a2 are the areas of faes inident to vi. For k = 0; 1; 2, eah ak is thesum of faes in some subgraph, and therefore an integer multiple of 1=(4n�10).Furthermore, a0+a1+a2 is exatly the area of triangle Ti spanned by vi1 ; vi2; vi3 ,whih we argued earlier is fi=(4n� 10). Hene, as desired,xi = a0xi0 + a1xi1 + a2xi2a0 + a1 + a2 = P2k=0 integer4n�10 integerQ4�j�i�1 fjfi4n�10 = integerQ4�j�i fj :Sine f4; : : : ; fn are integers, by Equation (2) all xi's have ommon denominatorY4�j�nfj � Y4�j�n(2n� 2j + 3) = n�3Yk=1(2k + 1) 2



Two remarks. First, we an obtain similar (but uglier-looking) bounds forarbitrary integer fae areas, by replaing `fj' by `the sum of the fj largest faeareas in G'. Seond, we did experiments to see whether our bounds are tight.We omputed (using Maple) the oordinates in Theorem 2 for the planar planar3-tree v1; : : : ; vn where vi has predeessors vi�1; vi�2; vi�3 for i � 4; note thatthis graph has fi = 2n � 2i + 3 and hene is a good andidate to obtain thebound in Theorem 2. Figure 1 shows the least ommon denominator for variousvalues of n; they are smaller than the upper bound but are learly growing inexponential fashion as well.n LCD in drawing upper bound10 5:0 � 103 2:0 � 10650 3:1 � 1034 2:8 � 1075100 1:0 � 1082 1:7 � 10183500 1:0 � 10427 2:0 � 1012711000 2:8 � 10852 4:8 � 102853Fig. 1. Lower and upper bounds on the resolution in the drawing.4 Negative resultsIn this setion, we give some examples of graphs where no realization with ra-tional oordinates is possible, hene providing ounter-example to some possibleonjetured generalizations of Theorem 1.The �rst example is the otahedron where all fae areas are 1 exept fortwo non-adjaent, non-opposite faes, whih have area 3. As shown by Ringel[7℄, any drawing that respets these areas must have some omplex oordinates.(Ringel's result was atually for the graph G1 obtained from the otahedronby subdividing two triangles further; the resulting graph then has no equifaialdrawing.) Note that both the otahedron and G1 are planar partial 4-trees, sonot all partial 4-trees have equifaial drawings.Fig. 2. Graphs G1, G2 and G3.The seond example is the otahedron where all fae areas are 1 exept thatthe three faes adjaent to the outer-fae have area 3. (Alternatively, one ouldask for an equifaial drawing of graph G2 in Figure 2.) Assume, after possiblelinear transformation, that the verties in the outer-fae are at (0; 0); (0; 13) and



(2; 0). Computing the signed area of all the faes one an show that the vertiesnot on the outerfae are at (103 + 2p313 ; 5�p3); (103 � 2p313 ; 3) and ( 613 ; 5 +p3).Thus even if a partial 4-tree has an equifaial drawing, it may not have one withrational oordinates.The third example is again the otahedron, with three fae areas presribedto be 0, whih fores some edges to be aligned as shown in Figure 2. If allother interior faes have area 1/8, and the outer-fae is at (1; 0); (0; 1); (0; 0),then similar omputations show that some of the oordinates of the other threeverties are (3�p5)=8. Let G3 be the graph obtained from the otahedron bydeleting the edges that are dashed in Figure 2. Graph G3 is a ruial ingredientin Thomassen's proof [10℄ that every planar of maximum degree 3 graph has astraight-line drawing with given fae areas: in one ase he splits the input graphinto G3 and three subgraphs inside three interior faes of G3, draws G3 with theedges aligned as in Figure 2, and reursively draws and pastes the subgraphs.Sine we showed that G3 annot always be drawn with rational oordinates,then Thomassen's proof, as is, does not give rational oordinates. It remains anopen problem whether Thomassen's proof ould be modi�ed to show that anyplanar graph with maximum degree 3 has a drawing respeting given rationalfae-areas that has rational oordinates.Referenes1. Mark de Berg, Elena Mumford, and Bettina Spekmann. On retilinear duals forvertex-weighted plane graphs. In Graph Drawing (GD'05), volume 3843 of LetureNotes in Computer Siene, pages 61{72, 2006.2. Ehab S. El-Mallah and Charles J. Colbourn. On two dual lasses of planar graphs.Disrete Mathematis, 80(1):21{40, 1990.3. D. Eppstein, E. Mumford, and B. Spekmann. Area-universal retangular layouts.In Symposium on Computational Geometry, 2009. To appear.4. I. F�ary. On straight line representation of planar graphs. Ata. Si. Math. Szeged,11:229{233, 1948.5. H. de Fraysseix, J. Pah, and R. Pollak. How to draw a planar graph on a grid.Combinatoria, 10:41{51, 1990.6. J. Geelen, A. Guo, and D. MKinnon. Straight line embeddings of ubi planargraphs with integer edge lengths. Journal of Graph Theory, 58(3):270{274, 2008.7. G. Ringel. Equiareal graphs. In Contemporary methods in graph theory. In honourof Prof. Dr. K. Wagner, pages 503{505. Wissenshaftsverlag, Mannheim, 1990.8. W. Shnyder. Embedding planar graphs on the grid. In 1st Annual ACM-SIAMSymposium on Disrete Algorithms, pages 138{148, 1990.9. S. Stein. Convex maps. In Amer. Math. So., volume 2, pages 464{466, 1951.10. Carsten Thomassen. Plane ubi graphs with presribed fae areas. Combinatoris,Probability & Computing, 1:371{381, 1992.11. Mar J. van Kreveld and Bettina Spekmann. On retangular artograms. In ESA,volume 3221 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 724{735. Springer, 2004.12. K. Wagner. Bemerkungen zum Vierfarbenproblem. Jahresberiht der DeutshenMathematiker-Vereinigung, 46:26{32, 1936.


